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Abstract: In any processing system, the core data path element may be a multiplier that particularly associated with DSP applications, which concludes overall processing unit performance. In such system, the multiplier unit improves the performance will boost up the potential. The Cadence EDA performs for high-speed multiplier evaluation consisting 64 x 64 bit in ASIC Digital flow (RTL-GDSII). Using carry select adder and carry save adder, the proposed multiplier intend with Wallace structure for enhancing the speed criteria. Wallace rebate absorbs more time for designing because it is more complex and aberrant in format for better width. Real Time signal processor requires high productive capacity and fewer reaction time. A classic scheme could be today in IOT utilizations. The proposed method concentrates on designing low power and area efficient in digital flow using the Wallace tree algorithm. The 180 nm CMOS technology for pursuance and outcome are related with other existing methods in delay, area and dynamic power dissipation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multiplication is the basic mathematical process which is widely used for calculation. Most of the arithmetic operations require the multiplication for implementation. Real Time signal processor requires high productive capacity and fewer reaction time. A classic scheme could be today in IOT utilizations. The present progress within the intent processors speed is at high. Then the necessary of high speed multipliers increased. Therefore, a designer concentrates maximum on circuit design’s speed. Commonly, the interpretation of any DSP processor is torment from the sort of multiplier used. Multiplier advancement is finite by reduction and addition of partial products. There are contrasting models and planning for designing a Multiplier. Wallace Tree Structure is executive than alter architect with respect to performance and features. Wallace Multiplier fascinates less power and its exchanging speed is quicker when correlate to other multiplier column. As a results of different aesthetics are proposed to style a far better Wallace multiplier architecture.

In present days, most of the processing units are of 64 bits. Even though we can have 128 bits or more processing unit, which has maximum number of times to spend more silicon area and other key aspects successively increasing the value of hardware. More instruction sets grant to act arithmetic on discretionary width and may not be for a limited part of volume.

For that reason, we introduce a odd manner for advancement of multiplier unit uses Wallace for partial products contraction for 64 bits.

II. EXISTING ARCHITECTURE

Different multiplier architectures are suggested prior with the with the motive of clarifying multiplier performance. Few speedy multipliers includes Booth Multiplier, Modified Wallace reduction techniques with different types of adders viz., carry look ahead adders[6], Kogge Stone Adder, Brent Kung Adder and compressors such as 3:2, 4:2, 5:2 methods[5], Vedic mathematics using Redundant Binary Coding method[1] and sutras[4].

A. Wallace Tree Reduction

Tree multipliers are one type of approach in computing fast reduction of partial products. Wallace reduction is one of the efficient approach which improves speed of multiplication with higher width operands. Conventional Wallace tree is an prominent method to scale back partial product s. C. S Wallace proposed the method in 1964. This method will be more prominent for multipliers more than 16 bits. Partial product arrays are reduced with column based addition using counters. There may be a different size in counters. The final product is computed by unit of final adder. This process is established for 8 bit by 8 bit Wallace tree depicted in dot representation of reducing partial products.

![Fig.1 Conventional 8 bit Wallace Tree](image-url)
III. PROPOSED ARCHITECHTURE

4x4, 8x8 multipliers of existing method has cost-effective and erratic design with final state RCA adder with average 3:2 compressors [5]. When we go for higher adders the time is increases due to complexity and irregularity. Partial product is divided by proposed method into 4 equal arrays. With the proposed method the multiplication of 8bit multiplicand 8bit multiplier is performed.

With developed Wallace reduction by using counters each array of partial products is figure out. The result is 4 intermediate product terms, which is consecutively added with fast adders by considering correct bit position. For fast addition to meet out criteria of gain speed carry Select adder is used[3]. In parallel all four arrays are computed in single stage by using this proposed method, four intermediate product terms after that will get final product in 3 stage. The above approach is integrated for higher bits using different Wallace bits. Proposed architecture precisely point outs reuse of the planning to create units of high which reduces design complexity and better regularity.

A. Carry Select adder

Comprises of Ripple carry adders and a multiplexer to pick proper sum and perform . For adding the bits 0 as carry input and 1 as carry input two additions are used. When carry arrives from previous block then final sum and perform is chosen using multiplexer. This technique provides speed additionally and uses more resources. In carry select adder the block size can be fluctuate or unique. Example of 16bit carry select adder is illustrated in fig -2 with uniform block size of 4 bit.

IV. ASIC REALIZATION

The work is achieved for,

- Conventional Wallace Tree multiplier (8-bit).
- Proposed method with CPA (8, 16, 32 and 64-bit).
- Proposed method with CSA (8, 16, 32 and 64-bit).

A. Methodology

In this methodology, we present ASIC recognition with carry select adder for 64-bit Wallace Tree multiplier. Conventional Wallace tree (8-bit) and proposed method with carry propagate adder for 8, 16, 32, 64 bits results are used[2]. For the comparison. Results of conventional Wallace method and proposed method with carry propagate adder for 8,16,32,64 bits are used.

1) RTL design

By using cadence 45 nm technology with Verilog HDL the design is implemented. The functionality of the design was verified by using random function for engender random test vectors with VHDL test bench code. Fig-3 represents the complete design flow followed, alongside EDA Tool was used.

Cadence NC Simulator used for the simulation of designed multipliers. To achieve the maximum code average Cadence ICCR tool is selected. Simulation results are shown depicting 64 bits random inputs bring out from test bench and in hexadecimal and the RTL schematic after discussion of the proposed design.

Fig.3 Digital design flow for ASIC realization

2) Synthesis

By using cadence RTL Compiler, Gate level synthesis was performed. With gate level simulation, formal and logical equivalence of the Netlist was verified and generated. Standard Delay Format (SDF), library files, test benches and Netlist files were used by GLS. For the proposed designs, to consume area instances were used. Fig.10 presents the power report and Fig-8 presents the timing report that shows the detailed timing report from RTL compiler with feeble information. Using slow library, synthesis was administered by medium effort. In RC encounter gtd report conveys the synthesis for timing debug.

3) RTL to GDS-II:

For physical style, Cadence Encounter tool was employed. We tend to proceed in physical style, once the gate level verification in symphonized Netlist. Atomic number 46 uses many files such as QRC school files, sdc file, Netlist. Mmmc tool was employed for temporal arrangement analysis that is designed with Delay corner analysis beside setup and hold analysis.
(i) Floor planning:
Floor planning method is one of the methods to create segments in core space and to make difference for every cells. For creating design, die space is calculated. Power rails were arranged using metal ten and metal eleven.

(ii) Placement and Routing:
Placement and routing is one of the methods to distribute by placing it in exact places to plain cells above the chip without overlying. Temporal order can also be checked during this process. Improvement is allotted when routing just in temporal order.

(iii) Clock Tree synthesis:
CTS is the synthesis to insert buffers to create certain clock inputs within cells which receives clock with delay to avoid skew. Temporal order were in serious trouble before CTS. WNS is the planning process to optimize the sloppy issue in the mean time for the style and to verify for any geometrical or property violations and also the effect occurs in antennas. For additional post layout simulation, RC eradication is organized and so the Netlist is guarded.

(iv) Post Layout Simulation:
It is the method to check the the practicality of the Netlist when CTS method with layouts inserts further components to style.

(v) GDS II:
To generate IC masks, GDS II is the format.

V. RESULT

![Fig.4 Waveform for Multiplier unit](image)

![Fig.5 Waveform for Multiplier unit](image)

![Fig.6 Waveform for Multiplier unit](image)

![Fig.7 RTL View of Multiplier unit](image)

![Fig.8 Detailed timing report from RTL Compiler](image)
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VI. CONCLUSION

Wallace reduction is a competent technique to implement high speed multiplier architecture. To implement successive designs, the designs were reused which relies on the proposed method that exposes the evenness. The traditional or existing method in the complex irregular structure was eliminated. Using carry select adder it was achieved that the performance was better with respect to speed and experimental results were shown for 64 bit Wallace multiplier with proposed method-3. The delay attained is 94ps with the manageable frequency of 10.6 GHz. It is also been observed that proposed architecture inclines more notable to realize high speed estimation for 64 bits and better multipliers. In any VLSI Design, the parameters such as Area, Power and Timing were always been a trade off. Multipliers are often administered with optimized adders.
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